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Abstract

The Viennese Jesuit Joseph Liesganig made a significant contribution to the transformation of Habsburg mapmaking into a “scientific” enterprise before the dissolution of the Jesuit order. Liesganig’s work began at the Vienna University Observatory as part of Empress Maria Theresa’s and Chancellor Kaunitz’s effort to build a network of scientific centers within the Habsburg lands. His 1769 field journal from his measurement of a meridian arc in the Hungarian plain and the resulting map disclose details about the personnel working with Liesganig, the instruments they used and their methodology. Although Liesganig failed to convince Maria Theresa to connect geodetic and astronomical measurements when mapping the Habsburg territories, Liesganig’s 1769 instructions on how to represent large territories on a map based on mathematical principles shaped Maria Theresa’s decision to commission a general survey of Lower Austria based on this method. These ties to court-sponsored science suggest why Habsburg monarchs only reluctantly implemented the papal directive to dissolve the Jesuit order in 1773. The Habsburgs continued to employ ex-Jesuits in their lands because of the important functions figures like Liesganig fulfilled in the domain of scientific development and cartography.
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Introduction

On the morning of May 18, 1761, César-François Cassini de Thury (1714–84), one of the most famous French astronomers and mapmakers of his time, arrived in Vienna. During his scientific mission to the Habsburg capital, he met the imperial couple, Maria Theresa (r.1740–80) and Franz Stephan (r.1754–65), observed the transit of Venus in the company of future emperor Joseph II (r.1765–90) and extended the Habsburg-Bourbon diplomatic alliance to the scientific sphere by working on a cartographic project with the Director of the Jesuit Observatory, Father Joseph Liesganig (1719–99). Cassini de Thury’s fame due to his leading role in mapping France now greatly overshadows Liesganig’s cartographic contributions, but their encounter tells a different story. In Cassini’s own account, published in 1765, he perceived the work in Vienna with Liesganig as a project done by equals.1

Although Vienna lacked an Academy of Sciences during the reigns of Maria Theresa and Joseph II, this was not symptomatic of a disinterest in promoting scientific initiatives.2 A more fruitful approach than focusing on identifying a counterpart in the Habsburg lands to the Royal Society in London or the Academy of Sciences in Paris is to examine where and how a Habsburg scientific discourse developed. In the case of cartography, individuals belonging to the Jesuit order, such as Liesganig, took active roles in institutionalizing expert knowledge, contributing to the rise of a new epistemology of mapmaking centered on the production of “scientific” maps.

Before Cassini de Thury’s arrival in Vienna, Liesganig had already participated in the French Academy’s global Geodesic Mission by measuring a basis of four thousand toises in the area of Vienna with an iron toise sent from Paris by Charles Marie de la Condamine (1701–74) and Nicolas-Louis de la Caille (1713–62).3 These two Frenchmen had been leading figures in the major

---


2 Joseph Feil discusses in detail the attempts to found an Academy of Sciences during Maria Theresa in Joseph Feil, Versuche zur Gründung einer Akademie der Wissenschaften unter Maria Theresia (Vienna: C. Gerold’s Sohn, 1860).

scientific enterprises of the age: measuring arcs of meridian to establish the shape of the Earth and observing astronomical phenomena, such as the transit of Venus, to calculate the distance from the Sun to the Earth. As director of the Jesuit Observatory in Vienna from 1754, Liesganig actively participated in both projects. Shortly after the arrival of Cassini de Thury to the Habsburg lands, Liesganig showed him the best existing map of the area surrounding Vienna and revealed a plethora of faults. This was part of Liesganig’s local advocacy for the necessity of building a triangulation network for the area around Vienna in order to improve the accuracy of existing maps. But where Cassini’s printed maps and travel accounts circulated widely in print form, with the help of the French Academy, many of Liesganig’s scientific writings and maps remained in manuscript. The Habsburgs’ penchant for cartographic censorship and their reluctance to implement Liesganig’s mapmaking methodologies for all their lands have made it hard to see his broader contributions.

It has been well-established that Jesuits through their networks played a global role in the development of eighteenth-century science. Historians such as Luke Clossey have argued that “the missions of the Society of Jesus were the globalizing institution par excellence.” By the middle of the eighteenth century, the Society’s scientific activity, as expressed through their teaching, their correspondence and their publications, worked in tandem with much of the


5 Cassini de Thury, _Relation de deux Voyages_, xi.


scientific research of the time.\(^9\) This was especially true in the Habsburg lands, where Roger Boscovich (1711–87), Maximilian Hell (1720–92) and Joseph Liesganig, all members of the Jesuit order, developed impressive scientific centers at the observatories in Vienna and Milan.\(^10\)

As a result, in contrast to most European states that had abolished the Jesuit order in the 1760s, the Habsburg monarchs waited until 1773 and only reluctantly implemented the papal directive that year. Maria Theresa slowly reduced the Society's control over universities and censorship, but she continued to provide pensions and employment for ex-Jesuits working in the Habsburg lands.\(^11\) Liesganig's career is a case in point. Since 1755–56, Joseph Liesganig had been the director of the Jesuit Observatory in Vienna, but in 1772, shortly before the dissolution of the Jesuit order, Maria Theresa sent him to the eastern lands of Galicia, the newest Habsburg annexation. During the following decades, Liesganig prepared maps and a cadastral survey of this region, and continued his astronomical observations at the Observatory in Lviv.\(^12\)

Liesganig in particular contributed to the effort to transforming mapmaking into an imperial science before 1773. The Habsburgs' optimism in the power


of maps to represent territory in an accurate manner and thus guide imperial military strategy and reforms relied on the activity of scientists like Liesganig. Armed with quadrant, plane table and his trained body, he performed data collection required for the production of what officers, civilian bureaucrats and statesmen considered more accurate maps.

The Cassini-Liesganig Collaboration

Historians of cartography and astronomy often mention the meeting between Cassini de Thury and Liesganig in Vienna and the work they did jointly in 1761 as an important result of the newly signed Habsburg-Bourbon’s alliance (1756) and as a turning point in the history of Habsburg cartography. However, the impact of Cassini de Thury’s visit to Vienna on Liesganig’s career and approach to surveying should not be overestimated. In July 1759, Liesganig had already started surveying an arc of meridian between Vienna and Brunn with support from Maria Theresa and as a result of Roger Boscovich’s suggestion. From the start, Liesganig had envisioned his survey as a continuation of the toise work of La Condamine in Peru, Boscovich in the papal states, and de la Caille at the Cape of Good Hope. Liesganig’s dedication to contributing to the quest of identifying the shape of the Earth and his admiration of the French Academy of Sciences’ methodology were thus merely reaffirmed after Cassini de Thury’s journey to Vienna in 1761.

In addition to observing together the transit of Venus, the Cassini-Liesganig collaboration included the construction of a triangulation network for the area surrounding Vienna, as illustrated on the “Map of Triangles used to determine the position of more sites in the area of Vienna” (Figure 6.1). Centered on Vienna, the map shows not only the meridian and parallel passing through this city, but also the perpendicular to the meridian of Paris. In this way the map symbolically connected the Habsburg and Bourbon domains. In the bottom left corner the scientists listed distances from twenty-three settlements to the meridian and parallel passing through Vienna. The top corners of the map display the imperial palaces at Schönbrunn and Laxenburg, as seen in Figure 6.2. The presence of these imperial residences reminded the viewer that the Habsburg patronage was what made this project possible.

14 “Carte des Triangles qui ont servis à déterminer la position de plusieurs lieux aux environs de Vienne,” Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (ÖNB), Kartensammlung, AB 7 B 1.
During his time directly working with Cassini de Thury, Liesganig learned more about the methodology on which the Academy in Paris based the construction of the Map of France. Indeed, in 1762, shortly after Cassini de Thury’s departure, Liesganig surveyed the area between Sobieschiz, close to Brunn in Moravia and Varasdin in Croatia, and measured two bases of around twelve kilometers each: Wiener Neustadt-Neukirchen and Seyring-Raasdorf-Glinzendorf. Some of the students attending the courses at the Engineering Academy participated in the survey operations at Kahlenberg close to Vienna and learned from Liesganig the mechanics of such measurements. In the end, he managed to survey three degrees on the Vienna meridian.\footnote{Bernleithner, “Oesterreichs Kartographie zur Zeit des Grafen Ferraris,” 140–41; Dörflinger, \textit{Die Österreichische Kartographie im 18. und zu Beginn des 19. Jahrhunderts}, 61–62; Geissl, \textit{Joseph Liesganig}, 13–20.} The measurement of meridian degrees and the training of military engineers in the art of
FIGURES 6.2A AND 6.2B
Schönbrunn and Laxenburg from Jean Baptiste d’Avrange’s *Carte des Triangles qui ont servis à déterminer la position de plusieurs lieux aux environs de Vienne*, [Map of Triangles used to determine the position of several sites in the area of Vienna] (1761)
ÖSTERREICHISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK (ÖNB), KARTENSAMMLUNG, AB 7 B 1
geodetic measurements could have been meant to serve as preparatory steps in ordering a survey of the Habsburg monarchy based on the French model. This is exactly how Cassini de Thury had conceptualized his work in Vienna. On June 21, 1763, he submitted to Maria Theresa a narrative of his 1761 travels through the German lands as a sign of gratitude for the empress’s “protection for the Sciences” and offered his services to improve the maps of all her empire.\textsuperscript{16} However, by the time the empress actually ordered the first military survey of her lands in 1763, she had become aware of Cassini’s slow pace in surveying French territories and instead commissioned the general quartermaster’s staff of her empire to implement this project.\textsuperscript{17}

**Liesganig’s Scientific Expedition to Hungary**

Even though Cassini’s map of France served as a cautionary tale for the first military mapping of the Habsburg monarchy, Maria Theresa remained receptive to the scientific principles guiding the French enterprise and continued to support Liesganig’s work. On July 15, 1769, Liesganig proposed to Maria Theresa another meridian arc measurement in the Hungarian plain, in the neighboring area of Szeged. In his effort to convince the empress of the importance of such a venture, he mentioned how scientists from France, England and Italy all waited for this new measurement as a crucial step in establishing the true shape of the earth. He insisted that his work in Hungary would also contribute to the improvement of geographical knowledge about the Habsburg province. In exchange for imperial patronage, the astronomer offered to take with him a military engineer and train him in the French mapmaking technique.\textsuperscript{18} Maria Theresa gave Liesganig one thousand guldens for this expedition with a condition: he had to prepare a short memoir describing a method to represent large territories on a map based on true mathematical principles (\textit{wahren mathematischen Grundsätzen}).\textsuperscript{19} Liesganig’s journal of the expedition to Hungary and the memoir to Maria Theresa describing how to map large territories reveal the scientific principles he promoted in the field of mapmaking.

---

\textsuperscript{16} Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv (HHStA), Staatskanzlei (StK), Wissenschaft, Kunst und Literatur (wkl), box 5, folder Cassini de Thury und P. Luskanik(?), folio 2.

\textsuperscript{17} The work on the Map of France occurred between 1747 and 1788. The map was far from being finalized when the French Revolution erupted. Konvitz, Cartography in France, 21–31.

\textsuperscript{18} HHStA StK, Vortrage, box 104, folder 1, 41\textsuperscript{r}-\textsuperscript{v}.

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid., 39; HHStA StK, wkl, box 5, folder Liesganig, P.
Liesganig started his expedition on August 7, 1769 and took with him three assistants: the engineer-lieutenant Leopold Unterberger, the sapper lieutenant Hippolytus Verité, and another Jesuit, the mechanic Joseph Rämspöck.\footnote{HHStA StK, Vortrage, box 104, folder 3, 247–51.} With the exception of Verité, who followed the team a couple of days later, they all travelled from Vienna to Buda on the Danube. Liesganig transformed the boat he travelled on into a site for scientific experiments, using a compass to record the accurate directions of the flow of the river. Unsuccessful in these attempts, he blamed the failure on the unreliable flow of the water and the quality of the shores. He also argued that only a geometrical survey could determine the exact trajectory of the Danube. In this case, having a trained scientist perform the observations was as important as using the proper methodology and instruments. The rise of the scientific expert is typical for what came to be seen in the eighteenth century as the basis for correct maps: figures and tables synthesizing the result of astronomic and geometric measurements replacing narrative tales and geographic descriptions as the raw data from which a map was built.\footnote{Marie-Noëlle Bourguet, Christian Licoppe and H. Otto Sibum, eds., “Introduction,” Instruments, Travel and Science: Itineraries of Precision from the Seventeenth to the Twentieth Century (London; New York: Routledge, 2002), 9–10.}

After a brief stay in Buda to make all the necessary arrangements for their trip, Liesganig and Unterberger resumed their journey down the river, arriving in Peterwardein on August 18, 1769. Liesganig had left his instruments and his assistant Rämspöck in Buda to wait for Verité. The two of them caught up with Liesganig in Peterwardein on August 24, and the team started on-ground measurements. Among the obstacles that slowed down his work, Liesganig mentioned the rainy weather and the scarcity of wood for preparing artificial signs to mark the triangulation network. He also hired a military guard for protection, although without providing further details about the reasons for this decision. But even during the work for the Cassini Map of France, peasants regarded the measurements of surveyors with suspicion, as possible precursors to an increase in taxation.\footnote{Konvitz, Cartography in France, 14.} After laying down the triangulation network and a second baseline, he finalized the astronomical measurements by October 29, 1769.

Taking the time and effort to record his every step reveals Liesganig’s belief that both the actual experiment and its codification mattered in equal measure. Similar to the leaders of other eighteenth century expeditions to measure arcs of meridian, such as those who undertook the French-Spanish journey to
Quito, he strived to execute, codify and demonstrate the accuracy of his scientific labor. Before making his measurements from the early 1760s and 1769 available to a wider public, he had to convince his patrons in Vienna about the reliability of his work. The journal of the expedition partially fulfilled this need.

Additionally, Liesganig prepared a cartographic representation of his work. The map complemented the information included in his written report and showed the area between the rivers Tisa and Danube, where he constructed his triangulation network. The point where the structure known as the Roman entrenchment touched the bank of the Tisa represented the starting point for the measurements. This entrenchment connected the river Tisa with the Danube and served as an organizing line for Liesganig for his triangulation network. Point A on Figure 6.3 represents the inn of the village Czurock, transformed by the astronomers into a temporary observatory for which they calculated the latitude. The fragment also shows parts of some of the triangles’ edges and the angles between them. In the end, Liesganig and his team measured a small segment of the Peterwardein meridian between the tower of the Peterwardein fortress and the parallel going through the inn in Czurock. Based on these measurements the Jesuit deducted the value of one degree of meridian in the Hungarian lowlands. He published his calculations and results in 1770.

---

24 ÖNB, Kartensammlung, FKB C.89.2.
25 Liesganig, *Dimensio graduum meridiani Viennensis et Hungarici.*
Liesganig could not have finalized his measurements in just two months without the help of his assistants. In the final report the Jesuit praised the two engineers, Unterberger and Verité, for their hard work and their ability to do all mathematical calculations and to use instruments such as the quadrant.\(^\text{26}\) Liesganig's compliments suggest the two engineers already had a strong background in mathematics and the use of geodetic instruments as a result of their education in the Viennese schools.

As requested by the empress, in exchange for financial support to complete the measurement of the meridian arc in Hungary, Liesganig prepared a short description of a method to map large territories based on mathematical principles.\(^\text{27}\) From the opening paragraph, he denied any claims to originality and named the Academy of Sciences in Paris and their Map of France as inspirations for this methodology. Liesganig discussed all the steps necessary to survey a large territory, including creating a triangulation network and using trigonometric rules to calculate the sides and angles of triangles. He decried the lack of preparation of most military engineers with respect to theoretical geometry and criticized the surveying work they did to create representations of the Habsburg dominions, thus attacking the principles adopted by the general quartermaster's staff for the first military survey (1763–87).\(^\text{28}\) Nonetheless, Liesganig did not consider the work of military engineers pointless, and insisted that existing maps could be improved with the help of his method. The scientist praised the ability of properly trained engineers to build a triangulation network and brought as an example the high quality work that Unterberger and Verité performed in Hungary. In Liesganig's opinion, the real obstacle in the way of good mapmaking was both a lack of instruments, especially quadrants, and the absence of surveyors who could combine geodetic and astronomical measurements.\(^\text{29}\)

As a preliminary step to creating a map for the monarchy, Liesganig suggested starting from the arcs of meridian he had measured in the early 1760s and in 1769, and extending those triangulation networks north and south. He also recommended measuring another network from east to west along the forty-seventh parallel north, thus connecting the Principality of Moldavia and the Habsburg province of Transylvania at one end with the Swiss Cantons at the

\(^{26}\) HHStA StK, Vorträge, box 104, folder 3, 247–51.
\(^{27}\) Vienna, Kriegsarchiv (KA), Karten- und Plansammlung (KPS), K VII a 6–5.
\(^{29}\) KA KPS, K VII a 6–5.
other. Additionally, Liesganig wanted to compute two triangulation networks organized around two perpendiculars to the two meridians: one starting from Prague and covering Bohemia, the other going through Vienna and including Austria and Upper Hungary. In his opinion, a good engineer could calculate values for the two meridians and three perpendiculars in three years. At the end of his report, Liesganig volunteered to do a trial for a large territory in order to demonstrate the superiority of his method.\(^{30}\)

On May 4, 1770, shortly after Liesganig submitted this project proposal, Maria Theresa ordered him to undertake a general survey of Lower Austria with the help of quadrants and triangles, employing his suggested methodology of astronomical measurements and a triangulation network.\(^{31}\) In mid-May, he promised the conclusion of the survey by the fall of 1770 and asked for two thousand guldens to subsidize his travel and survey expenses. Liesganig claimed he required no assistants for the measurements. Nonetheless, he offered to train some military engineers during the survey of the surroundings of Vienna, as he had done during his 1769 work in Hungary.\(^{32}\) Similarly, in the early phases of his map of France, Cassini de Thury also trained engineers on the job in an area between Paris and Versailles, and he may have discussed this idea with Liesganig during his 1761 trip to Vienna.\(^{33}\) As a result of Liesganig’s proposal, Kaunitz ordered the Aulic War Council to decide which engineers would work with Liesganig once the survey reached the surroundings of Vienna.\(^{34}\) The reports of Liesganig’s survey of Lower Austria unfortunately appear to be missing. The last mention in the archives, dated June 28, 1770, documents Liesganig’s decision to replace the on-the-job training of engineering students on how to conduct geometric survey operations with classroom instruction.\(^{35}\) It seems likely that Liesganig never finalized his survey of Lower Austria, and the general quartermaster’s staff mapped this province as part of the first military survey operations.\(^{36}\)

\(^{30}\) ka kps, K vii a 6–5.

\(^{31}\) HHStA StK, Vortrage, box 105, folder 3, 12.

\(^{32}\) Ibid., 84–85.


\(^{34}\) HHStA StK, Noten an den Hofkriegsrat, box 5, May 19, 1770.

\(^{35}\) ka Hofkriegsrat, Protocol 1037, Rubric 57, no. 73.

\(^{36}\) Lower Austria was surveyed by the general quartermaster’s staff in the 1770s under the command of Major von Neu. Josef Paldus, Die militärischen Aufnahmen im Bereich der habsburgischen Länder aus der Zeit Kaiser Josephs II.: Ausgeführt durch den
Liesganig remained valuable to the Habsburg rulers as an expert in the art of mapmaking even as the Jesuit order as a whole was dissolving. One year later, on August 9, 1771, an imperial order commissioned him to train a group of students from the Engineering Academy in Vienna in the science of astronomy. Prior to his arrival, officers from the engineering brigades had to prepare a select subgroup of students in the fields of theoretical geometry and trigonometry. The students had to possess a good grasp of surveying based on trigonometric operations. Clearly, the imperial leaders in Vienna engaged in the training of a new generation of mapmakers, experts in the fields of both geodetic and astronomical measurements.

Conclusion

In 1774, when asked for her opinion regarding the establishment of an Academy of Sciences in Vienna, Maria Theresa stated, “I could not possibly decide to set up an academie des sciences [sic] with three ex-Jesuits and one professor of chemistry, however worthy; we should be a laughing-stock in the world.” Liesganig’s involvement in cartographic operations shows that the empress’s declaration indicated neither intellectual apathy within her dominions nor contempt for the ex-Jesuits still present in her lands. Even as military engineers provided the manpower for on-ground surveying operations, scholars educated in the Jesuit tradition, and often members of this order, wrote theoretical treatises and trained some of the Habsburg officers on how to make maps.

A member of the Jesuit Austrian province, Liesganig served the Society as educator and scientist, especially in Vienna, but also in Hungary and later Galicia. Rather than a missionary, Liesganig served more as a Habsburg agent, consulting political rulers on scientific projects and fostering trans-imperial scientific exchanges with states such as France. Liesganig’s activity in the 1760s and the early 1770s demonstrates the strong link between imperial priorities,

---


in this case mapmaking the Habsburg lands, and the contribution of members of the Jesuit order to the pursuit of scientific enterprises.

The collaboration with Cassini de Thury in 1761 and their successful mapping of the surroundings of Vienna most likely influenced Liesganig’s commitment to implement a map of the Habsburg lands that would combine geodetic and astronomical measurements. In order to achieve this goal, the Jesuit convinced Maria Theresa to sponsor a scientific expedition to the Hungarian lowlands, where he measured one degree of meridian. Liesganig’s work in Hungary not only contributed to the global debates about the shape of the Earth but also convinced the empress of his ability to coordinate small team of engineers away from the imperial capital.

Liesganig’s determination to convince Maria Theresa of the need to connect geodetic and astronomical measurements for the mapping of the monarchy did not materialize, but his plea did not go unheard. Even as the general quartermaster’s staff’s engineers prioritized geodetic operations and disregarded astronomic observations, Maria Theresa continued to search for other scientific alternatives. Liesganig’s 1769 memoir detailing a method to represent large territories on a map based on mathematical principles and Maria Theresa’s decision to commission a general survey of Lower Austria based on the methodology of the Academy of Sciences in Paris reveal the resonance of his scientific ideas with the higher echelons of the Habsburg monarchy.